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Common Core STAnDArDS 
The Common Core State Standards Initiative is a state-led 
effort coordinated by the National Governors Association 
Center for Best Practices (NGA Center) and the Council 
of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO). The standards 
were developed in collaboration with teachers, school 
administrators, and experts to provide a clear and consistent 
framework to prepare our children for college and the 
workforce.

These standards define the knowledge and skills students 
should have within their K-12 education experience so 
that they will graduate from high school able to succeed in 
entry-level, credit-bearing academic college courses and in 
workforce training programs. The standards are informed by 
the highest, most effective models from states across the 
country and countries around the world. They provide teachers 
and parents with a common understanding of what students 
are expected to learn and provide appropriate benchmarks for 
all students, regardless of where they live.

Source: http://www.corestandards.org/about-the-standards

mArYLAnD Common Core 
STATe CurriCuLum
Following the adoption of the Common Core Standards, 
the Maryland Department of Education launched a broad-
based, year-long process to analyze the new Standards and 
compare the alignment of the existing State Curriculum to the 
Common Core State Standards. As a result, the Maryland 
Department of Education developed the Maryland Common 
Core Curriculum Frameworks. These Frameworks in English/
Language Arts and Mathematics define the essential skills 
and knowledge that students need to know and be able to 
do in order to achieve the academic goals of the Common 
Core State Standards. The Frameworks are the foundation of 
Maryland’s new Curriculum and have guided the development 
of curriculum resources.

The Common Core State Standards:
 ■ Are evidence-based.
 ■ Are aligned with college and work expectations.
 ■ Are clear, understandable, and consistent.
 ■ Include rigorous content and application of knowledge 

through high-order skills.
 ■ Build upon strengths and lessons of current state standards.
 ■ Are informed by other top performing countries, so that all 

students are prepared to succeed in our global economy and 
society.



Language Arts
Demonstrate Phonics and Word Recognition

 ■ Identify and know the meaning of most common prefixes and 
derivational suffixes (e.g. re-, un-, -ness, -er).

 ■ Decode words with common Latin sufixes (e.g. -ject, -script).
 ■ Decode words with multiple syllables.

Demonstrate Fluency 
 ■ Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension.

Demonstrate Comprehension of Literature 
 ■ Ask and answer questions about a text, referring directly to the text 

to answer the questions.
 ■ Recount stories from diverse cultures and determine the central 

message, lesson, or moral of the text.
 ■ Describe characters in a story and explain how their actions 

contribute to the sequence of events.
 ■ Distinguish their own point of view from that of the narrator or those 

of the characters.
 ■ Compare and contrast the themes, settings, and plots of stories of 

books from a series.
Demonstrate Comprehension of Informational Text 

 ■ Ask and answer questions about a text, referring directly to the text 
to answer the questions.

 ■ Determine the main idea of a text and explain how key details 
support the idea.

 ■ Use text feature and search tools to locate information relevant to a 
given topic.

 ■ Describe the logical connection between particular sentences and 
paragraphs in a text.

 ■ Compare and contrast the most important points and key details 
presented in two texts on the same topics.

Respond to Text in Writing in a Variety of Ways
 ■ Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view 

with reasons. Introduce the topic or text, state an opinion, lists 
the reasons that support that opinion, and provide a concluding 
statement or section.

 ■ Write informative texts to examine a topic. Introduce the topic 
clearly, group related information, and include illustrations to aid 
comprehension. Develop the topic with facts, definitions, and 
details and provide a concluding statement or section.

 ■ Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using 
effective technique, descriptive details, and clear event sequences. 
Introduce a narrator or characters and organize events naturally. Use 
dialogue and descriptions of actions and provide a sense of closure. 

Demonstrate Comprehension and Collaboration When Listening
 ■ Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions.
 ■ Determine the main ideas and supporting details of text read aloud 

or information presented in diverse media and formats.
 ■ Ask and answer questions about information from a speaker.

Present Knowledge and Ideas Through Speaking
 ■ Report on a topic or text, tell a story, or recount an experience with 

appropriate facts and relevant, descriptive details.
Demonstrate Conventions of Standard English When 
Speaking or Writing

 ■ Capitalize appropriate words in titles.

 ■ Use commas in addresses.
 ■ Use commas and quotation marks in dialogue.
 ■ Form and use possessives.
 ■ Use conventional spelling for high-frequency and other studied 

words and for adding suffixes to base words (e.g., sitting, smiled, 
cries, happiness).

 ■ Use spelling patterns and generalizations (e.g., word families, 
position-based spellings, syllable patterns, ending rules, meaningful 
word parts) in writing words.

 ■ Consult reference materials, including beginning dictionaries, as 
needed to check and correct spellings.

Acquire and Use Vocabulary
 ■ Determine the meaning of unknown and multiple meaning words 

using sentence-level context clues, known words, known prefixes  and 
suffixes, known root words, and glossaries or beginning dictionaries.

 ■ Demonstrate an understanding of word relationships and nuances 
in word meanings, including literal and nonliteral meanings of words 
(e.g., take steps), and phrases and shades of meaning among 
related words (e.g., knew, believed, suspected, heard, wondered).

Mathematics
Standards for Mathematical Practice

 ■ Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. 
 ■ Reason abstractly and quantitatively. 
 ■ Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others. 
 ■ Model with mathematics. 
 ■ Use appropriate tools strategically. 
 ■ Attend to precision.
 ■ Look for and make use of structure.
 ■ Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning.

Algebra, Patterns and Functions
 ■ Identify, describe, extend, and create a variety of non-numeric and 

numeric patterns.  
 ■ Select appropriate symbols and operations to solve simple problems.  
 ■ Express numeric relationships using <, >, and =.  
 ■ Plot points on a number line to represent whole numbers and 

fractions with denominators of 2, 3, and 4.
 ■ Complete a function table using numbers or concrete objects.   

Number Relationships and Operations
 ■ Develop an understanding of numbers using real-world situations 

and physical materials.  
 ■ Name and write numbers to 100,000. 
 ■ Identify odd and even numbers.  
 ■ Compare numbers using =, ≠, <, and >.  
 ■ Describe number properties.
 ■ Identify an amount of money needed to match a price.
 ■ Determine the simplest combination of coins and bills with 

amounts to $100,000.
 ■ Identify and write fractions with denominators of 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, and 10.
 ■ Demonstrate and apply an understanding of the concepts of 

addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division.
 ■ Apply memorized addition and subtraction facts.
 ■ Add and subtract two- and three-digit numbers with regrouping.
 ■ Multiply whole numbers and explore concepts of division.    
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Geometry
 ■ Describe characteristics of shapes including congruency, 

similarity, and symmetry.  
 ■ Identify, label, and construct points, line segments, rays, and angles.
 ■ Identify characteristics of polygons; distinguish among similar, 

congruent, and symmetrical figures.
 ■ Apply flips/slides/rotations to two- and three-dimensional figures.
 ■ Identify faces, vertices, and edges of solid figures.

Measurement 
 ■ Use a variety of measurements to solve real-world problems.
 ■ Select the appropriate unit of measurement to estimate and measure.
 ■ Measure to the 1/2 inch.
 ■ Read temperatures in Fahrenheit and Celsius.
 ■ Tell time to the minute.
 ■ Read and record time from a digital and analog clock.
 ■ Determine elapsed time in half-hours and quarter-hours.
 ■ Measure perimeter by counting linear units.
 ■ Measure area by counting square units and volume by counting 

cubic units. 
Data Analysis and Probability 

 ■ Collect, organize, and display data for given situations.
 ■ Determine a method of collecting data.
 ■ Make and analyze data in tables, pictographs, bar graphs, and 

line plots.
 ■ Organize and analyze collected data.
 ■ Observe patterns, make predictions, and apply basic probability 

concepts to problem-solving situations.
 ■ Predict future outcomes based on known data.
 ■ Determine probability by experimentation.
 ■ Construct a spinner to represent the likelihood of an event.   

Science
Physical Science: Experimentation 

 ■ Investigate ways to conduct a fair test (experiment) including the 
independent variable (the factor that changes in an experiment), and 
controlled variables (the factors that stay the same in an experiment).

 ■ Use a pendulum, balls, marbles, and inclined planes to conduct 
experiments on the motion of objects.

Physical Science: Heat, Light, and Sound 
 ■ Identify sources of heat and compare materials that conduct 

heat. Describe the loss and gain of heat.
 ■ Observe and describe how light and sound waves are produced 

and how they travel.
Earth and Space Science: Weather and Objects in the Sky 

 ■ Observe and describe different elements of weather and their effects 
on the earth and the water cycle.

 ■ Measure and record data on wind speed, wind direction, 
temperature, and weather patterns.

Life Science: Life Cycle of a Past 
 ■ Observe and describe needs of plants and the parts of plants and 

how they function.
 ■ Describe the life cycle of plants from seed to fruit.

 ■ Describe characteristics of seeds and how seeds travel.
 ■ Conduct experiments to test factors that affect the growth of plants.
 ■ Describe how plants meet the needs of living things (food, 

shelter, clothing).

Social Studies
Unit 1: Our Community and Beyond

 ■ Identify and describe the location of communities and major cities 
in Maryland, the United States, and the world using a globe, maps, 
and atlases.

 ■ Describe the purposes of a variety of maps and atlases, such as 
transportation maps, physical maps, and political maps.

 ■ Compare places and regions using geographical features.
 ■ Construct and interpret maps by using elements, such as title, 

compass rose, simple grid system, legend/key, date, and author.
 ■ Describe how people in a community modify their environment to 

meet changing needs for transportation, shelter, and making a living.
 ■ Identify reasons for the movement of people from one community or 

region to another.
 ■ Compare family life in the local community by considering jobs, 

communication, and transportation.
 ■ Collect and examine information about people, places, or events 

of the past using pictures, photographs, maps, audio, video tapes, 
and/or documents.

 ■ Investigate how people lived in the past using a variety of primary and 
secondary sources.

 ■ Explain the relationship among events using a timeline.
 ■ Develop a timeline of events in the community.
 ■ Examine differences between past and present time.

Unit 2: Communities Near and Far 
 ■ Describe the who, what, and where of social actions (donating 

money and time) and how that can help others.
 ■ Describe the actions of people who have made a positive difference 

in their community, such as community and civic leaders and 
organizations.

 ■ Describe the contributions of people who contributed to the 
common good of society such as Rosa Parks (civil rights), Caesar 
Chavez (equal rights), and Jimmy Carter (world peace efforts).

 ■ Identify and explain democratic principles, such as individual rights, 
justice, and equality.

 ■ Demonstrate and explain the importance of showing respect toward 
others.

 ■ Use non-fiction texts to identify and discuss examples of how 
communities borrow and share from other cultures.

 ■ Use fiction and non-fiction texts to compare the elements of several 
cultures and how they meet their human needs for clothing, food, 
shelter, recreation, education, stories, art, music, and language.

 ■ Identify reasons for the movement of people from one community 
or region to another. 

 ■ Compare ways that people adapt to the environment for food, 
clothing, and shelter.

 ■ Identify and describe the location of communities around the world.
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Unit 3: The Community Count$
 ■ Identify and apply the steps in the decision-making process. 
 ■ Identify the opportunity cost of a choice or decision.
 ■ Describe how prices affect personal money choices.
 ■ Develop a budget indicating income and expenses.
 ■ Identify the natural, human, and capital resources needed to 

produce goods.
 ■ Describe steps in the production process to make a product.
 ■ Give examples of when limited resources affect the decisions 

producers make.
 ■ Explain how producers make choices because of limited natural, 

human, and capital resources.
 ■ Explain how specialized work results in increased production.
 ■ Identify goods and services provided by government and paid for 

by taxes.
 ■ Acquire new vocabulary through listening to, independently 

reading, and discussing a variety of print and non-print sources.
 ■ Use new vocabulary in speaking and writing to gain and extend 

content knowledge.
 ■ Make connections to the text using prior knowledge and experiences.
 ■ Look back through the text to search for connections between and 

among ideas.
 ■ Identify and explain what is directly stated in the text.
 ■ Set a purpose for reading text.
 ■ Draw conclusions and make generalizations based on the text, 

multiple texts, and/or prior knowledge.
 ■ Find relationships between gathered information.

Unit 4: The Citizen and The Community 
 ■ Identify local government leaders, such as the mayor, county 

council members or commissioners, and county executives, and 
explain their role in protecting citizens and maintaining order.

 ■ Describe the contributions of local government leaders such as county 
executives, county council members, the mayor, and city council.

 ■ Describe the contributions of people who contributed to the 
common good of society.

 ■ Describe practices such as voting, following rules, volunteering, and 
recognizing national holidays associated with democratic principles.

 ■ Explain the decision making process used to accomplish a 
community goal or solve a community problem.

 ■ Describe the actions of people who have made a positive difference 
in their community, such as community and civic leaders and 
organizations.

 ■ Identify and explain democratic principles, such as individual rights 
and responsibilities, patriotism, common good, justice, and equality.

Health
Social and Emotional Health

 ■ Identify and examine different complex emotions.
 ■ Explore effective communication skills.
 ■ Describe and demonstrate the difference between telling and tattling.
 ■ Identify and apply age-appropriate strategies for stress management.
 ■ Apply a decision-making process to health issues and problems.
 ■ Identify and describe human social needs. 

Tobacco, Alcohol, and Other Drugs
 ■ Identify safe practices for prescription and over-the-counter medications.
 ■ Describe the effects of tobacco use and nonuse on the body.
 ■ Demonstrate a personal commitment not to use tobacco.

Safety, First Aid, and Injury Prevention
 ■ Identify appropriate behaviors for potentially dangerous situations.
 ■ Explain appropriate responses to emergency situations.
 ■ Identify teasing and bullying as harassment.
 ■ Examine the effects of teasing and bullying.
 ■ Identify and describe feelings associated with okay, not okay, and 

confusing touches.
 ■ Define the terms abuse and neglect.
 ■ Recognize and respond to situations of abuse and neglect.

Disease Prevention and Control
 ■ Identify diseases as communicable or noncommunicable.
 ■ Explain the importance of prevention, early detection, and 

treatment of diseases.
 ■ Identify parasites and explain how they infect the body.

Family Life
 ■ Identify components of a healthy family.
 ■ Recognize different relationships within the family.
 ■ Explore ways family members show they care for each other.
 ■ Identify ways family members help one another.
 ■ Explain how roles, rights, and responsibilities of family members 

differ according to age.
 ■ Describe ways families can resolve conflicts.

Educational Technology 
Technology Operations and Concepts

 ■ Identify and describe the basic functions and parts of a computer system 
such as a monitor, keyboard, mouse, and CD-ROM or DVD drive. 

 ■ Store and save data on electronic devices with assistance.
Digital Citizenship

 ■ When researching, list appropriate copyrighted electronic sources.
 ■ Respect information privacy, using and altering information only 

when authorized.
 ■ Abide by copyright laws involving software use.

Communication and Collaboration
 ■ Become familiar with keyboarding functions.
 ■ Use word processing software to create and print documents.
 ■ Use a graphics program to create an original picture.
 ■ Create a document that includes words and pictures.
 ■ Use a graphing program, with assistance, to construct tables and graphs.
 ■ Create a multimedia presentation using various features (such as 

text and images).
 ■ Recognize technology’s role in telecommunication.
 ■ Communicate ideas or information using technology.
 ■ Use various media and formats for multiple purposes. 

Research and Information Fluency
 ■ Identify, obtain, and use information from electronic data sources 

such as CD-ROMs, databases, and the Internet.
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Critical Thinking, Problem Solving, and Decision Making
 ■ Solve real world problems using technology as a tool.
 ■ Make informed decisions using technology as a tool.

Creativity and Innovation
 ■ Demonstrate creative thinking, construct knowledge, and develop 

innovative products and processes using technology.

Art
Drawing

 ■ Use lines and drawing techniques to represent forms in the environment.
 ■ Apply drawing techniques to show a center of interest.
 ■ Use drawing tools and techniques to unify a composition.

Painting
 ■ Identify and organize colors into groups or schemes.
 ■ Select and use a color scheme to represent a mood or meaning in 

a painting.
 ■ Use painting techniques and color theory to show a center of 

interest in a composition.
Printmaking

 ■ Repeat art elements to achieve unity in printmaking.
 ■ Select and apply ways to show a center of interest within a 

composition using a relief or stencil method.
Sculpture

 ■ Identify ways sculptural techniques and design principles have been 
used in three-dimensional forms.

 ■ Describe and use additive and subtractive approaches to make 
three-dimensional forms.

 ■ Identify and use techniques to achieve repetition in the design and 
construction of a sculpture that moves.

Crafts
 ■ Use tools and techniques to emphasize surface texture in a craft object.
 ■ Use craft techniques and different materials to produce an aesthetic 

and functional object.

Music
Melody and Pitch

 ■ Describe sounds heard with attention to pitch.
 ■ Distinguish between major and minor modes presented aurally.
 ■ Sing from memory a varied repertoire of songs representing 

different genres and styles from diverse cultures.
 ■ Read simple pitch notation on the treble staff in the Key of C using 

solfeggio or a comparable system.
Harmony and Texture

 ■ Distinguish between major and minor modes presented aurally.
 ■ Sing two- and three-part rounds.
 ■ Perform ostinati to support given melodies.
 ■ Differentiate between blending and non-blending voices.

Tone Color
 ■ Categorize by sound, synthesized and acoustic instruments.

Tempo
 ■ Listen to, perform, and describe music with accelerando, ritardando, 

and fermata.
 ■ Demonstrate ability to maintain a steady beat through singing, 

speaking, and playing classroom instruments.
 ■ Describe sounds heard with attention to tempo.
 ■ Sing and play a variety of music at given tempos using clear diction.
 ■ Perform simple and compound meter.

Rhythm
 ■ Perform accurately simple rhythm at sight from standard notation 

(whole note, half note, quarter note, whole rest, half rest, quarter 
rest, and two connected eighth note).

Movement
 ■ Create movement patterns to communicate meaning or feeling 

in music.
 ■ Conduct music in duple meter (two measures).

Dynamics
 ■ Describe sounds heard with attention to dynamics.

Form
 ■ Identify D, C, al Fine, Coda, and 1st and 2nd endings.

Physical Education
Movement

 ■ Combine the following movements to music: hopping, skipping, 
stepping, and sliding.

 ■ Strike an object with a racket, paddle, bat, or body part.
 ■ Describe characteristics of efficient throwing motion (cues).
 ■ Define the term soft hands when catching a ball (forces).

Attitudes
 ■ Take turns and assist others by giving feedback about skill 

performance.
 ■ Demonstrate acceptable conflict resolution techniques.

Fitness
 ■ Identify three changes in the body during vigorous exercise.
 ■ Support body weight when hanging or climbing.
 ■ Assess physical activity by using pedometers to count steps and 

measure activity times.
 ■ Participate in a variety of activities to demonstrate the FITT 

(frequency, intensity, time, and type) principal.
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Gifted and 
Talented (G/T)  

The G/T Program provides a continuum of services that 
include Curriculum Extension Units and Instructional 
Seminars. G/T Resource Teachers provide instruction for 
participating students.



    What Your Child Will Learn         HOW TO HELP YOUR CHILD
Library Media
Inquiry Process

 ■ Identify information needs.
 ■ Create, refine, and use criteria to guide the research process.
 ■ Follow systematic problem-solving steps using the Big6 process.

Locate and Evaluate Resources and Sources
 ■ Identify the sections of the library media center and the attributes 

of the resources in each section.
 ■ Explore, identify, and use a wide variety of resources.
 ■ Use the library media center’s catalog to locate sources to meet 

the information need.
 ■ Evaluate potential sources for the information need.
 ■ Use text features to select appropriate sources.
 ■ Explore the arrangement of media materials on the shelves.
 ■ Identify and follow the district’s Acceptable Use Policy and 

school-based computer use rules.
 ■ Learn to use safe practices online.

Find, Generate, Record, and Organize Data/Information
 ■ Use keywords for finding answers to questions.
 ■ Utilize effective search strategies for collecting relevant 

information from sources.
 ■ Use technology tools to find, record, and organize data/

information within sources.
 ■ Learn to recognize information being sought in resources.
 ■ Differentiate between fact and opinion.
 ■ Avoid plagiarism by correctly recording relevant information and 

keeping track of sources used.
 ■ Use a variety of formats for recording and organizing data/information.
 ■ Create a source list using an accepted citation style.
 ■ Match appropriate format with content to be organized.

Interpret Recorded Data/Information
 ■ Identify the main ideas of recorded information.
 ■ Apply critical thinking and problem-solving strategies.
 ■ Create new understanding and knowledge related to the 

information need.
Share Findings/Conclusions

 ■ Use a variety of formats to share information learned.
 ■ Discuss and apply fair use, copyright laws, and Creative 

Commons attributions.
 ■ Reflect on and provide feedback about the research process and 

the information product.
Literature Appreciation and Life-long Learning

 ■ Read, listen to, view, and discuss stories that reflect human 
experiences.

 ■ Make literature connections to self, other literature, multimedia, 
and the world.

 ■ Use libraries for personal or assigned needs.
 ■ Utilize library circulation procedures and policies to access 

reading materials.
 ■ Locate and select literature and/or multimedia in a variety of genres.
 ■ Recognize the connection between reading and being a lifelong learner.

ART
 ■ Set aside an area for artwork to be done.
 ■ Provide a variety of tools and materials for your child to use, such 

as origami paper, papier mache, recyclable materials for sculptures  
oil pastels, colored pencils, yarn, modeling clay, crayons, water-
based markers, water colors, fabric scraps, tissue paper, weaving 
and stitchery supplies, and supplies for print-making, such as paint, 
cut vegetables, blunt-tipped scissors, paper, and glue.

 ■ Praise and display your child’s work in special places.
 ■ Work with your child to make drawings from observation, 

imagination, and memory.
 ■ Encourage your child to make artwork often that can be shared 

with family and friends.
 ■ Visit galleries and museums and discuss with your child the 

similarities and differences between other cultures and your own.
 ■ Visit the library and take a look at books that picture master 

artworks with objects which are familiar in the child’s world. 
Encourage your child to use similar compositions and themes as 
they develop their own works of art.

EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY
 ■ Help your child identify the use of technology in everyday life 

such as bar code readers at the grocery store, automatic teller 
machines, smart phones, and computerized gas pumps.

 ■ Help your child use software programs appropriate for Grade 3, 
such as Microsoft Word, Pixie, Powerpoint, and Kidspiration.

 ■ Practice computer skills with your child at home or at the library.
 ■ Visit appropriate websites to help support the classroom 

instruction. The school system provides online resources to assist 
students (SIRS Discoverer, Culture Grams, and World Book 
Online). Check with the library media specialist at your school for 
access information.

HEALTH
 ■ Develop with your child a list of strategies for peacefully resolving 

conflicts.
 ■ Help your child develop a personal plan to manage time and 

stress.
 ■ Role-play situations in which your child can practice refusing to 

become involved in risky situations.
 ■ Practice good decision-making skills with your child by identifying 

options, choosing the best alternative, and considering 
consequences for decisions.

 ■ Encourage and model respect for others.
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LANGUAGE ARTS/LIBRARY MEDIA
 ■ Read as often as possible with your child. Help your child use 

different ways to read unfamiliar words by saying:
• What would make sense in the sentence?
• What parts of the word do you recognize?
• Think about the sounds for the letters in the word.
• Look at the pictures for clues to the word.

 ■ Talk about books before, during, and after reading. Ask what might 
happen. Think about the characters and events. Discuss words and 
pictures the author included that made reading fun or interesting.

 ■ Encourage your child to independently read at least 25 books annually.
 ■ Have spelling resources for your child to use at home (personal 

spelling journal, children’s dictionary).
 ■ Provide an area for writing with materials and resources (pencils, 

markers, erasers, different types of paper, envelopes).
 ■ Encourage your child to use spelling strategies and patterns that 

have been learned.
 ■ Assist your child in planning and organizing ideas before 

beginning to write. Help your child refer to his or her plan when 
writing. Encourage your child to include relevant information, 
details, and descriptive words.

 ■ Offer suggestions about the ideas and details in the writing 
before correcting spelling, capitalization, and punctuation. 

 ■ Establish a routine at home for reading.
 ■ Read an action story or tale of adventure to replace an evening TV 

program.
 ■ Be a role model. Let your child see you read for pleasure.
 ■ Practice using the Big6 model for problem solving everyday life 

situations.
 ■ Obtain a library card for your child, and schedule regular family 

visits to the library.
 ■ Encourage your child to participate in age-appropriate activities 

sponsored by the public library.
 ■ Look for computer programs that encourage reading.

MATHEMATICS
 ■ Have your child explain how he or she solves math problems. 
 ■ Help your child memorize addition, subtraction, multiplication, 

and division facts.
 ■ Allow your child to use objects (bingo chips, buttons) to solve problems.
 ■ Practice subtraction and regrouping with your child.
 ■ Assist your child in adding the cost of objects up to $50.
 ■ Practice writing and saying numbers up to 100,000.
 ■ Assist your child in writing numbers in expanded form (19,245 = 

10,000 + 9,000 + 200 + 40 + 5).
 ■ Help your child learn to show an amount of money up to $20 

using the fewest number of coins and dollars.
 ■ Work on puzzles.
 ■ Explore mathematics in books that you read with your child.
 ■ Discuss the math that appears in the media (newspapers, radio, 

TV, news).
 ■ Use computers and calculators to solve problems.
 ■ Make mistakes a part of learning.

MUSIC
 ■ Listen to recordings of music by well-known composers. Discuss 

the times and life of the composer.
 ■ Discuss with your child appropriate singing posture and singing voice.
 ■ If your child expresses particular interest, allow him or her to take 

private lessons on an instrument or to elect strings instrumental 
music at school.

 ■ Encourage your child to create movements that illustrate 
recognition of the elements of music in familiar songs and 
recorded examples.

 ■ Ask your child to explain and demonstrate the music symbols used 
in the school music class.

 ■ Attend concerts by a symphony orchestra or other instrumental 
ensemble and describe how the sounds of various instruments are 
produced.

 ■ Explore with your child the emotional content of various styles of music.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
 ■ Encourage your child to play simple net games such as tennis, 

table tennis, or paddle ball.
 ■ Have your child demonstrate opposition when throwing a ball  

and neutralizing force when catching a ball.
 ■ Have your child explain how to check his or her own heart rate.
 ■ Walk or jog with your child, if possible. 

SCIENCE
 ■ Encourage your child to observe carefully and to describe things in 

the environment both indoors or outdoors such as plant and animal 
life, weather events, the movement of people, animals, and objects.

 ■ Allow your child to observe objects through a magnifying glass. 
Discuss what he/she observes.

 ■ Use objects made from different materials to produce sounds.
 ■ Use mirrors to experiment with the reflection of light.
 ■ When your child asks “how” or “why” questions, encourage 

thinking about ways to find an answer.
 ■ Help your child apply what he or she learns by conducting 

experiments to answer questions. Read books with your child related 
to topics that interest him/her (animals, weather events, and other 
topics).

 ■ Observe the position of the Sun, Moon, and stars in the sky over 
a period of time. Discuss the patterns and changes in position 
that take place.

SOCIAL STUDIES
 ■ Provide opportunities for your child to use maps to locate continents 

and oceans. Encourage your child to read map symbols and use a 
compass rose, scale, and map key to find places on a map.

 ■ Discuss which businesses in your community provide goods 
(grocery store, clothing store) and which provide services (auto 
repair, dry cleaners).

 ■ Visit local historical sites, such as Annapolis or Historic Ellicott 
City, to compare life today with long ago.
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The Howard County Public School System does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, creed, national origin, religion, physical or mental disability, age, gender, 
marital status, or sexual orientation in matters affecting employment or in providing access to programs. For more information, contact the Equity Assurance Office

of the Howard County Public School System at 10910 Clarksville Pike, Ellicott City, MD 21042 or call 410-313-6654.

The “What Your Child Will Learn In” Family Guides are available on the HCPSS website at www.hcpss.org/academics/learnguides.shtml SMT.712

10910 Clarksville Pike • Ellicott City, MD 21042
410-313-6600 • www.hcpss.org


